Abstract -In lithography process, wafers need to be baked on the hot plate. There are very high requirement to the temperature uniformity of hot plate surface. To the problem of choosing design parameters, the orthogonal experimental design method was used, the simulation software ANSYS was applied, the design parameters on the various conditions were analyzed, Then a regression model was obtained based these simulation data. It is consistent between the result of regression model and the result of simulation. The regression model indicates a better choice direction of the design parameters of hot plate.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the large scale integrated circuit industry, through the lithography process people print the dense electronic circuits on the wafers. In the course of this process, hot plate is needed to bake the wafer. The temperature uniformity of hot plate surface is very important, especially during the prebake and the post-exposure bake [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since resist tension and the chemical substances in resist are so sensitive to the temperature, that a little change of the temperature will largely affect the line width that will be printed on the wafer [5] . As the line width of circuit is smaller and smaller, the temperature of hot plate surface is also need to become more and more uniform [5] [6] [7] [8] .
How to design a hot plate that has high surface temperature uniformity? Generally, it means many real physical experiments and requires a lot of spending, long cycle and high cost. Even with the method of computer simulation, considering the match in the different design parameters and the interaction of some of them or all of them, the quantities of computation is still quite huge and amazing. This paper proposes a new approach to choose the design parameters of hot plate. Firstly, the paper uses the method of orthogonal experiment design to plan and design tests in the beginning. That can remarkably reduce the total number of the tests. And then, through the simulation software (i.e. ANSYS), this paper use the technology of simulation to simulate the temperature uniformity of hot plate surface when the design parameters choose different values. At last, by the application of the statistics software(i.e. SPSS), this article use the method of quadratic linear regression analysis to deal with the result data and create a regression model between the temperature uniformity and the design parameters of hot plate. The model can be used to choose better design parameters of the hot plate.
II. HOT PLATE UNIT STRUCTURE AND THERMAL SIMULATION
The geometric model of hot plate unit is shown in Fig. 1 . The hot plate includes two parts that are the upper plate and lower plate. Resistance wire is embedded in the middle of the two parts. Since the temperature field of the upper plate and the lower plate can be taken for symmetrical, we only analyses the temperature field of the upper plate. Fig.  2 shows the arrangement of the resistance wire of the hot plate. It is used spiral-type arrangement. Based on the preliminary analysis of the thermal theory, we can infer that there are maybe three design parameters which decide the temperature uniformity of the hot plate surface. The three parameters are: X 1 the thickness of the upper plate, X 2 the distance between resistance wires, X 3 the convective heat transfer coefficient, it represent the effect of the hot plate surrounding environment.
The simulation software ANSYS used in this paper is the most widespread and the most influential commercial finite element analysis software. The reliability of its application has been validated for a lot of applications. This software is suitable to the thermal analysis of the temperature uniformity of hot plate surface. Using the technology of finite element analysis to simulate the temperature uniformity of hot plate surface, we can more comprehensively understand the influence of the design parameters of the hot plate. This method will be shorter cycle and lower cost than real experiment. Fig. 3 is a picture of temperature uniformity simulation of hot plate surface. At the same time of simulation, we create a variable T which we get from the result of simulation. The value of variable T is the maximum temperature difference within a circle of diameter 300mm of the hot plate surface. It will represent the temperature uniform degree of hot plate surface.
III. ORTHOGONAL EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Orthogonal experiment design is a kind of method of experiment that can remarkably reduce the total number of tests [9, 10] . For example, in this case, there are three design parameters of hot plate. It is possible that the temperature uniformity of hot plate surface is the effect of only one of the parameters or the joint effect of some of the three parameters. If we test every possible condition, the total number of the tests will be huge. Using the method of orthogonal experiment design, we choose some special test points. These tests are evenly spaced and comparable. Instead of overall tests, we can use these representative tests to get nearly the same result. In fact, we choose a proper 
In the upper equation, where ȕ 0 , ȕ j , ȕ kj , ȕ jj respectively is the constant term, the linear coefficient, the interaction coefficient, the quadratic coefficient. X j is the level value of each factor. X 1j and X 2j respectively is the upper limit and the lower limit of X j , and is called respectively as upper level and lower level. In order to apply the table of orthogonal arrays table, X j also need to be encoded. That is the levels of X j including X 0j , X 1j and X 2j should be orthogonal transformed and standardized. (6) r : here, the value is 1.215 m 0 : the quantity of test repeated when every factor equal to the zero level respectively. here, the value is 1. p: the quantity of factors, here is 3. m c : the quantity of two level full factor test. 2 P =8 After confirming the range of the design parameters of hot plate, we can get the test point according to the range. 
Bring (4) and (5) into (7), we can obtain a regression equation expressed by the independent variables X j : 
B. Regression model validation
To validate the correctness of the regression model, a new simulation is made. And then we will compare the result of the new simulation with the result from the regression equation. The parameters is respectively selected that X 1 is equal to 20 (mm), X 2 is equal to 10(mm), and X 3 is equal to 10 (w/m 
Simulation results can be seen that it is highly consistent with the results of regression model. So, through the established regression model engineers can easily and quickly get the different temperature uniformity of hot plate in the condition that the design parameters are selected different values, and engineers can also understand the trend of the temperature uniformity of hot plate on the condition that the design parameters are selected different values. The regression model indicates a better choice direction of the design parameters of hot plate. It has a reference value for practical applications.
V. CONCLUSION
Considering the range of the design parameters of hot plate, from the regression model, we can conclude that the coefficients of X 2 and X 3 are always larger than zero, and the values of the design parameters i.e. X 2 the distance between resistance wires and X 3 the convective heat transfer coefficient, are smaller and smaller, the temperature uniformity of hot plate will be better and better. The design parameter X 1 i.e. the thickness of the upper plate and X 3 the convective heat transfer coefficient have a combined effect on the temperature uniformity. If the value of X 3 is larger than some certain value, the design parameter X 1 i.e. the thickness of the upper plate, is larger and larger, the temperature uniformity of hot plate will be better and better.
This paper presents a new approach of the analysis of the temperature uniformity of hot plate surface. It is consistent between the result of the regression model and the result of simulation. The regression model can help engineers to choose better design parameters in the designs of hot plate. 
